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The only book you need to ace the GMAT Sentence Correction From the Back Cover of the book
The GMAT Sentence Correction Grail is a path breaking book that takes a structured approach to
teach you sentence correction for the GMAT. The book spans more than 300 pages and is divided
into five parts: Part 1 - Basic Grammar Review Reviews the necessary grammar concepts to build a
strong foundation Part 2 - Sentence Correction Error Types In-depth coverage of all the Sentence
Correction error types- subject-verb agreement, pronouns, modifiers, idioms, verb tense,
parallelism, comparisons Part 3- Miscellaneous Sentence Correction Errors Discusses the GMAT
likes and dislikes -what to prefer and what to avoid. Part 4- Question bank Exclusive Practice Set of
125 questions to help you apply the concepts learnt in previous chapters Part 5 - Quick Revision
Summarizes all the topics to help you revise everything quickly.

How is this book superior to any

other book for Sentence Correction?ÂÂ Covers the entire gamut of concepts tested on Sentence
Correction, from the most basic ones such as nouns and verbs to the more advanced ones such as
Ellipsis and Adverbial Modifiers Helps you master sentence correction in a step-by-step manner.
The book first helps you build a strong grammatical foundation, then addresses the error types in
depth and finally lets you apply and fine tune the concepts learnt on 125 GMAT-like practice
questions Provides Targeted Practice drills at the end of each chapter for conceptual clarity Does
not just give pages of theory but also helps you understand how a concept is tested on actual
GMAT questions by referencing the Official Guide for GMAT Review 13th or the 12th edition
whenever necessary Devotes an entire section to what the GMAT likes and dislikes between two
options such as whether and if, like and as, will and would, etc.
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Being a GMAT Aspirant, I have gone through most of the popular books available in the market. The
list includes books from Manhattan, Kaplan and Official Guides etc. And for Sentence Correction, I
had always believed "Manhattan Sentence Correction" as the best book, until recently when i
ordered "The Sentence Correction Grail", which i must say lives up to the claim it makes, it is indeed
the only book one is going to need to ace the Sentence Correction on GMAT. I can't say enough
how pleased i am to have this book, It targets the basics, strengthens them and practice drills at the
end of each chapter contains some really smart tricky questions, which test the concepts on various
scales. I will say the questions belong to 650-750 types questions. On the top of it the book contains
a 125 smart questions practice set, unlike any other book in the market that makes this book a
perfect weapon in my arsenal. This is a great book for both native and non-native English speakers.
I will strongly recommend buying this book who strives to improve his/her score. It's worth more
than its price.

This book has made a world of difference. It does start off by going over some very elementary
material (i.e., nouns, pronouns, adjectives, etc.), but then it quickly builds off of these fundamental
concepts and gets into the meat on how the GMAT sentence correction is tested. If you are studying
for the GMAT and need help with sentence correction, this is the only book you'll need.

I bought this book after reading its excellent reviews over the internet and must say I wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t
disappointed. There is no other book in the market that explains the grammar tested on the GMAT
in such a non-technical manner. I have also referred to other books for GMAT SC, including
Manhattan SC, but at least for me the content in those books was far too complicated, especially for
non-native speakers. The USP of the SC Grail 3rd edition is that everything in it is very easy to
understand. The idiom list in the book is also very smartly put together as it does not go overboard
by including a very large number of idioms. The question bank also has an excellent mix of
questions, especially on Parallelism. All in all this book truly deserves all the accolades that come its
way and I strongly recommend it to all GMAT aspirants.

By far the best GMAT verbal product for sentence correction in the industry.If you are struggling with

SC, CR, or RC: I highly recommend visiting the Aristotle prep website and getting private tutoring
from their company as well.The team at Aristotle Prep is truly the best of the best in GMAT verbal
preparation.

I was following Beat the GMAT community and many people recommended for this book. I went and
bought this book and I dont have any regrets. This is a great book to own. One advise is if you are
already following a strategy from a different book, do not change it during the middle, but if you are
planning to start with SC then this is the book which you need to own.

I got this book after reading a lot of positive reviews for it on various GMAT forums and I must say it
totally lives up to the hype. What I like the most about this book is the way it is structured 
there are different sections for basics of grammar, the common error types tested on the GMAT,
etc.My favorite section, though, is the 3rd section of the book as it gives you quick rules for common
choices one gets on GMAT SC such as due to and because of, that and which, like and as, etc.
This section alone is worth the price.The book also has a huge question bank which I found to be of
a mixed difficulty level; it could do with a few more high difficulty questions though. The last section
of the book is a very practical addition as it gives you all the important grammar rules in one place
and makes for an excellent revision tool before taking a practice test.All in all I highly recommend
this book. Even those like me who think their English is pretty good will definitely take something out
of it.

From 25% accuracy to 80% accuracy in Actual GMAT tests (obviously I ordered the enhanced
score report for both tests). I don't think I need to write more.

All aristotle books show very good and well structured approach to present study material. Easy to
understand and remember, comfortable to practise.
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